WHEREAS: TSC room 334 is used extensively by the ASUSU Attorney.

And,

WHEREAS: The ASUSU Attorney needs to use a telephone, however must use phones located elsewhere because there is no phone located in TSC 334. And,

WHEREAS: If TSC 334 had a phone it would be of benefit to both the ASUSU Attorney, and the students using the service. And,

WHEREAS: There already exists a non-functioning jack in TSC 334.

And,

WHEREAS: The ASUSU Executive V.P. has purchased a phone for the room, and paid the fee to make it operational.

THEREFORE BE IT ENACTED THAT: The annual fee for telephone in 334 be added to the fixed costs, with the other telephones used by ASUSU.

Submitted by:

Bart Kunz
ASUSU Executive V.P.